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How to get to know your
target buyers and make sure
they get to know you!

How to get to know your target buyers
and make sure they get to know you!
About 15 years ago, I started out as an interim commercial manager/director
and I needed to find new assignments. So I took a course in Linked in and
one of the things I remember being taught was - only link in with people
you know!!
Well, how things have changed - now I have over 3,000 contacts and no, I
don't know them all personally, but it is an amazing network and has helped
me no end with my business and supporting that of my clients.
So in the next few pages, I am going to help you understand how Linked in
can be your friend when it comes to finding new buyers for your products,
profiling them to know how to approach them and most importantly warm
them up to be receptive to your approach or even better - to seek YOU out
for a meeting!!
We are going to cover
1. Building your profile
2. Building your network
3. Finding your target buyer
4. Profiling the buyer
5. Using Linked in to promote your products
I hope you find this guide useful and please feel free to feedback what
works well and what doesn't in your business.
I wish you every success!

Karen

karen@foodmentor.co.uk
+44 7811 942054

PS Link in with me at:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karengreen-foodmentor/

Building your profile

Your profile is key to people finding you so my top tips are:
1. Fill it in 100% - every section helps the algorithm suggest
new connections for you which means your network will
grow
2. Choose the right title - don't just write Founder or Managing
Director!! Make sure the clue is in the title!!
3. Have a good photo - it needs to be professional - not one
from your wedding or out with your mates!! And use the
banner to promote your brand and offer
4. Your URL -mine is karengreen-foodmentor. You can change
it to match your business name instead of random numbers
5. Professional summary - make sure you are SEO optimised
getting in keywords about your product category and brand.
6. Contact info - make sure people can find you - so include
your website, email and phone number
7. Call to action - encourage people to get in touch with you or
be explicit - I am looking for listings in....

Building your network
We are only 6 steps of separation from everyone on the planet and
Microsoft has proved it- well actually it is 6.6 by their estimates!! So
the more people you know, the wider this network becomes.
Linked in has three degrees of separation - 1st people you are
linked into, 2nd people they are linked in with and 3rd the next
ring outwards. If you link in with me for example you are then 2nd
to over 3000 people who may also be linked to 3000 people. And I
know alot of buyers - so get started by linking in with me https://www.linkedin.com/in/karengreen-foodmentor
Here's some top tips to increase your connections:
1. Accept every connection request unless it looks spammy
2. Check out all the Linked in suggestions of people you might
know
3. Link in with all your work colleagues, family, friends, suppliers
and anyone else who knows me!
4. Join some groups that are relevant to you and link in with their
members
5. Connect with all the business cards you have in a dusty pile in
Building the strategy
your office or bag
6. Connect with speakers at events as they are likely to have a
wide range of connections
7. Connect with people who post regularly and interesting
relevant content in your industry (useful for building your
activity)
8. Go onto your other social media networks and invite people to
link in with you

Finding your target buyer

Ready meals decision tree
So you have set up your profile, made loads of connections and now you want to find
the buyers who are going to list your products. Here's my top tips on how to find them
1. Use Google search not Linked in - if you are searching blind for the snacks buyer at
Tesco ie no idea of their name, Google search engine seems to be much stronger than
Linked in - so search there and then click through to their profile page
2. Use the search facility - in the screen above, I have searched
a. "buyer" in their job role (try other job titles such as procurement or category)
b. clicked people (not company or jobs)
c. specified they work for Tesco in UK (if you want overseas then you can put that)
d. only one connection away which will help me with the next stage
3. You may not be able to find the buyer who buys your specific category so you could
be cheeky and write to one to see if they will refer you on
4. Check out who you know who knows your target and ask them if they will introduce
you - this turns a cold approach into a warm one!
5. Have a look at their background, interests, education to find some common ground
6. Set them a connect request - NOT from your mobile phone as it will not let you put a
message. Stats show people are more like to respond to a messsage so add a brief
intro of you who you are what your company is about
7. Monitor your who's viewed me to see if they check you out and if they don't respond
send them an email!

Profiling the buyer
Once you have found your buyer, you can use Linked in to profile them to decide how to
approach them, understand their goals and generally improve your ability to sell more
effectively to them
One tool I absolutely LOVE is www.crystalknows.com. They have created an algorithm
that analyses Linked in profiles and works out their DISC profile. This is a behaviour
assessment tool that determines how we behave - the acronym stands for Dominance,
Influence, Steadiness and Conscientiousness.
Once you have run the profile, Crystal knows will tell you the best type of email to send,
how to make a phone call or a sales pitch that will be most effective with their
personality type. So if you are a dominant personality you might want little detail but
topline on action and results whereas the Conscientious personality is going to want
loads of detail and a much longer email with loads of supporting evidence
You can also use the buyer profile to determine:
1. How long have they been in the job - that will make a difference to how much they
know about the category and what detail you will need to present
2. Who they know - so you can network and find out more about them from your
connections
3. Their interests through their profile
4. What they are posting about which could give you clues about company strategy and
their areas of commercial focus

Using Linked in to promote your
brand
Like any social media, Linked in loves people who post regularly and engage with their
network. It can be a great medium to promote your brand and for buyers to actually find
you and reach out for a meeting......it does happen, honest!!
So here's 10 top tips for building and promoting you and your brand on linked in
1. Every day, like or comment on 5 other people's posts or activity - this will raise your
profile and increase the number of people who want to connect with you
2. Post an update - likes are not as effective with the algorithm as comments so you
need to get people to comment on your posts to push it up the feed. So post a thank
you to organiser of an event you have been to, client who has helped and tag them!!
3. Share your success - if you have just got a listing, post it - if the buyer sees you are
getting listings elsewhere, they could be compelled to get in touch
4. Create knowledge around your category - share facts and figures about how your
category is growing, activity in other countries, interesting content that people will
want to share (NB set up Google alerts on your category to provide inspiration!)
5. Write an article - you are the expert on your category so write an interesting article
about how people use your products, how to sell more if you are an independent
retailers, 5 top tips to market your x - publish and then share on other social media
sites
6. Share videos - maybe film the process of how your product is made (ok watch out for
any trade secrets!) or you at an exhibition or vox pops of customers reviewing your
products
7. Thank people who have helped you and tag them - people love recognition!
8. Write a top 10 of the books, articles, people who have helped you this year
9. Share news - new launches, new listings, new recipes, new employees
10.. Be personal - this last point is one where I think Linked in has changed. People are
beginning to share more personal information about themselves, their lives and their
beliefs. I am not suggesting you talk about what you had for breakfast unless you
make a breakfast cereal of course but things that might be relevant so that a potential
buyer can see you as a credible and interesting person they want to do business with!

Next steps
I hope you have enjoyed this ultimate guide to Linked in. There is loads more we
could say about it but you have other things to do such as building your consumer
marketing and growing the brand!
Once you have the buyer's details, the next steps are all about how to build the right
targeted email/presentation for each situation and I can help you with this through
1. 1-1 mentoring - feel free to book a discovery call with me at
karen@foodmentor.co.uk
2. , My online course - check out https://foodmentor.teachable.com/p/pitch-perfectlive)
3. Workshops - I am running three workshops with Virgin Start up in 2020 so check
out their website https://www.virginstartup.org/events for an update
And I just want to leave you with my favourite cartoon of all time from Tom Fishbourne
- check him out at https://marketoonist.com/
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